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Chapter 2101: The second match 

  

Otherwise, han xiaopo would not have been so serious when she asked for a small Qi gathering elixir. 

After the five-hundred-year-old Mint, Lin Yi turned to old man Pi.”I like your body tempering liquid. 

Originally, among all the things in my hands, the 500-year-old Mint flower was the most useless. I 

wanted to exchange it with you, but I didn’t expect elder you to beat me to it. I’m sorry!” 

“Gah!” Old Zhao almost vomited blood at Lin Yi’s words! So Lin Yi didn’t want the 500-year-old Mint? If 

he’d known that Lin Yi wanted to trade this for something from the Hidden House Pi, he wouldn’t have 

even used two Qi gathering pills! House Pi’s medicine was precious, but it wasn’t worth two Qi gathering 

pills-it was just one! 

It was as if old master Zhao had paid double the price in exchange for the 500-year-old Mint flower! 

“I say, old man Zhao, I’m trading with someone else, why do you keep interjecting? Even if you’re the 

host and the host of the Hidden House Summit, you can’t interfere in everything, can you?” Lin Yi said 

on purpose. 

“I …” Old master Zhao was furious. He hated himself for being too anxious. 

“This Meridian opening pill is pretty good, I’ll give it to house Pi in exchange for that medicine!” Lin Yi 

looked at the treasures in his hands, and one of them was a nerve opening pill. It seemed to be from the 

Hidden House Yu or Tang-this thing was useless to Lin Yi! 

The meridian-opening pill could repair less than one-third of the meridians of the injured person. In 

other words, if the meridians were damaged to less than one-third of the whole body, the meridian-

opening pill could be used to recover. Otherwise, it would be useless, even if he took two. 

Lin Yi, on the other hand, could use the art of Dragon mastery to heal all of them, let alone one-third of 

them. The meridian opening pill, on the other hand, was of little value. 

Old master Pi was speechless-what did he need the meridian opening pill for? The Hidden House Pi was 

a physical practitioner, and even if their meridians were destroyed, it wouldn’t affect their practitioning-

the meridian opening pill was of little value to them! 

But third place didn’t have a choice-first place was going to be changed, and so he had to do so. He gave 

the medicine to Lin Yi in exchange for a Meridian opening pill, and decided that he’d bet it on the next 

round … 

Lin Yi wanted the medicine for Wu Chengtian-he was a spiritual and physical practitioner, and while Lin 

Yi could help him with spiritual stuff, he couldn’t help much with spiritual stuff. The Hidden House Pi’s 

medicine was obviously good stuff, and a Noble House like house Wu wouldn’t be able to get it. 

After the wagers were distributed, the elders of each family brought their children back to their guest 

rooms to rest and prepare for the next round! 



The second round of the competition was set for the evening, which was after dinner. Therefore, the 

elders of each family had to go back and give instructions. After all, the hidden Zhao family had failed 

miserably in the first round. The other families had to be careful in the following rounds to avoid any 

accidents. 

Everyone had their own business to attend to, and since old master Zhao was in a bad mood, he didn’t 

hold any dinner. Instead, he had the kitchen prepare some exquisite dishes and sent them to the guest 

rooms of the hidden houses. 

“Haha, boss, today is really too good!” After han xiaopo returned to the guest room, she shouted with 

joy,””I saw that Zhao Qibing’s car was modified before, and I was worried that boss would lose. I didn’t 

think that Zhao Qibing would be so angry. Even the heavens helped us, they made his tire burst, haha!” 

“Hehe … The heavens are angry and people are angry?” “His car’s been checked thoroughly before the 

race,” Lin Yi smiled.”It’s not that easy to get a flat tire. ” 

“Ah?” Han xiaopo was stunned. A strange light flashed in her eyes as she understood something. “Don’t 

tell me …” 

“Xiao po, some things are better known in the heart!” Han Tianba waved his hand, stopping han xiaopo 

from continuing. 

“En, en!” Han xiaopo nodded excitedly. She was more confident that Lin Yi could continue winning … 

“What’s the next match?” Lin Yi asked. 

“I don’t know yet …” Han Tianba smiled bitterly. “I’m afraid that the other hidden houses already know 

about it and are prepared for it, but we, the Hidden House han, won’t know until the start of the 

competition. These people are all on guard against us, especially after Mr. Lin’s appearance …” 

“It doesn’t matter,” Lin Yi was just asking, and since there was no news, he closed his eyes and started 

practitioning after dinner … 

At seven in the evening, a disciple of the Hidden House of Zhao hurried over,””Is old patriarch han 

here?” 

“Emissary, the competition is about to start again, right?” Old Mr. Han quickly walked out of the guest 

room and asked. 

“Yes, the second round is a hidden weapon dodging round. Elder han, please bring the participants to 

the meeting hall!” The disciple of the Zhao family said. 

“Alright!” Han Tianba turned to Lin Yi. After all, he didn’t have the right to decide if he wanted to 

participate in the weapon dodging competition. Lin Yi was the one who decided.”Mr. Lin …” 

“Let’s go!” “I’ll bet on any of the treasures I won!”Lin Yi said faintly. 

“This … Good!” Han Tianba wanted to say that these things were all Lin Yi ‘s, so he didn’t have to worry 

about the bet. House han had already prepared everything, but since Lin Yi said so, he didn’t mind. The 

Hidden House han could compensate Lin Yi in other ways anyway, so one or two treasures didn’t really 

matter. 



In fact, Lin Yi didn’t have much use for the things he won from the bets, so he naturally didn’t mind using 

them. 

“Is the hidden weapons competition a sure win?” Lin Yi asked on the way. Are there other families that 

are especially good at this?” 

“Not bad!” Han Tianba nodded and explained,”hidden house Tang’s ancestors are a branch of the Tang 

sect. The Tang sect is proficient in hidden weapons and poisoning. Naturally, hidden house Tang is also 

very good at it. This hidden weapon dodging competition is 100% set up for hidden house Tang. They 

are definitely confident of winning!” 

Lin Yi nodded, not saying anything else. 

It was still han Tianba, han xiaopo, and Lin Yi. They came to the meeting hall of house Zhao, and as 

expected, it was the same this time. Other than the three of them, all the elders and disciples of the 

other hidden houses were here, and they were the last one. 

“Since elder han is here, I won’t waste any more time. Let’s move on to the second Match of the Day!” 

“This is a hidden weapon dodging competition. As the name implies, it’s a competition of dodging 

hidden weapons. Whoever gets hit by hidden weapons less in a fixed time will win! (To be continued.)  

Chapter 2102: A kind smile 

  

Of course, this hidden weapon is not a real hidden weapon. After all, this is a trial for the disciples of 

each family, not a life-and-death gamble! Therefore, we will use iron balls instead of hidden weapons. 

We are all cultivators, so the iron balls naturally can’t hurt your life, but it will be very painful to hit the 

body. If you can’t hold on, you can withdraw in advance, and it will be regarded as a forfeit. 

Hidden weapons were shot randomly by a special hidden weapon evasion training machine. There were 

no rules to speak of. The shooting position of the iron ball was randomly generated by the computer. If 

someone was afraid of cheating, they could choose to generate and manually adjust it after the 

computer generated the shooting trajectory to avoid the possibility of cheating! 

Every family head and sect leader present had the right to choose to generate the computer track again! 

In order to prevent people from suspecting that someone did something to the training machine, just 

like the race this afternoon, people suspected that Qibing’s car was modified. This time, we won’t 

deliberately fix the position of the machine for each house, everyone can choose randomly, and you can 

even ask for a position swap! 

There was an accident in the afternoon, but Qibing’s driving skills are good. If he didn’t flip, he would’ve 

gotten first place for sure. Since there’s someone who’s doubting it, then you can choose your seat!” 

Old Zhao’s words were directed at han Tianba. The hidden weapon dodging competition was not about 

taking advantage of any loopholes. The hidden tang family’s disciples had studied the shooting and 

dodging of hidden weapons since they were young. Their skills were first-class. They could win without 

cheating, so there was no need to cheat at all! 



“An explanation is a cover-up, and there’s nothing to hide here.” “We’ll go first if we can make a choice. 

After you, Mr. Lin!”Han Tianba snorted. 

Lin Yi could tell that the Hidden House Zhao didn’t want to play any dirty tricks with them, seeing as how 

the old man had put it. He didn’t choose anything, and walked into the shooting range of one of the 

training vehicles. 

At this time, the other family members also walked out and found their own seats. 

The next step was to generate the trajectory and path of the hidden weapon. With old master Zhao’s 

order, the hidden weapon training vehicle began to work … 

To be honest, Lin Yi had received strict assassin training when he was young, and he’d also come into 

contact with hidden weapon dodging training, but he didn’t specialize in this field. With so many iron 

balls, he had the confidence to Dodge most of them, but he wasn’t 100% sure! 

Lin Yi frowned. Was he going to admit defeat? He turned to the Hidden House Tang representative, who 

smiled and nodded at Lin Yi! 

“？”Lin Yi didn’t know what to do with the smile on this Tang guy’s face! Lin Yi could tell that it wasn’t 

the kind of smile that was meant to mock or provoke him, but a kind smile! 

However, the kind smile of the hidden tang family’s disciple towards him? Was that even possible? Lin Yi 

couldn’t believe it. 

Frowning, Lin Yi suddenly realized that this hidden tang disciple looked familiar. Could it be that he’d 

seen him before? Was it during the test? It didn’t seem like it … 

Lin Yi remembered that when they were registering the names and wagers, this Tang disciple seemed to 

be called Tang Qiqi, but Lin Yi didn’t know Tang Qiqi’s intention. 

However, as the hidden weapon training machine’s alarm sounded, Lin Yi focused his attention on the 

machine without blinking. Suddenly, the Jade on Lin Yi’s chest sent out a warning signal. It was weak, 

but Lin Yi was still surprised! 

That’s right, the jade pendant could send out warnings. How could he have forgotten? Lin Yi dodged to 

the side subconsciously, and the Jade’s warning signal disappeared. This discovery made Lin Yi 

overjoyed-this was great! 

When he stood at the place where the hidden weapon was about to be shot, the jade pendant would 

give an alert. However, when he stood at a place where there was no danger, the jade pendant would 

not give an alert! 

Just as he was thinking, the weapon launcher started shooting out iron balls, and Lin Yi’s feet started 

moving! In terms of dodging, Lin Yi’s movement technique was still very fast, especially with the Jade’s 

warning. Lin Yi didn’t even look at the direction of the iron ball, completely closing his eyes and walking 

around randomly! 

As long as the Jade didn’t alert him, he’d just stand down and run away when it did. This went on and 

on, and Lin Yi successfully dodged all the iron balls! 



At this time, there were already many participants from various families who had been hit by the iron 

balls. Although it wasn’t very painful, the number on the electronic screen was increasing. With every 

hit, the number would increase by one! 

At the moment, the only people who weren’t hit by hidden weapons and still had a ” 0″ number were 

Lin Yi and Tang Yingzhi. 

“Come on, boss!” Han xiaopo clenched her fist and said in her heart. Her eyes were filled with 

excitement. He didn’t expect Lin Yi to be so good at dodging hidden weapons. The most amazing thing 

was that although Tang Qizhi was also dodging, there were a few times when he was almost hit by the 

iron ball. His forehead was already covered in cold sweat! 

Lin Yi, on the other hand, had his eyes closed, looking calm and composed as if he didn’t care at all. He 

seemed to be walking around randomly, but if you looked closely, you could see that there was a 

pattern! 

It was as if Lin Yi could predict the future-the steel ball hadn’t even been fired yet, and he was already 

standing in a safe place, always able to stop the danger before it came! 

In fact, Lin Yi was a little flustered at the beginning, but as time went by, he got used to it and found a 

pattern in the direction he dodged! 

The Jade’s signal had a difference in strength, and if he dodged slightly to the left or right, the signal 

would be different. The left side was stronger, and the right side was weaker, which meant that the 

further he dodged to the right, the less danger he would face. 

After finding the pattern, Lin Yi became even more relaxed, as if he was taking a walk. Every step he took 

was right in the empty space of the hidden weapons. None of the iron balls could touch him, not even 

the risk of them brushing past him! 

Elder Tang, who was watching from outside, was full of confidence at first, but his face darkened when 

he saw Lin Yi. Even Tang jizhi would find it hard to Dodge all of these hidden weapons training vehicles. 

In today’s competition, Tang jizhi had already performed exceptionally well. Up until now, he had not 

been hit by a single iron ball. If it were any other time, he would have been hit by one or two at least! 

However, the results of one or two of them were still much better than the other participants! 

Looking at the electronic display screens of the other disciples, the lowest number was at two digits, and 

the highest number was already three digits! (To be continued.) 

Chapter 2103: winning again 

  

Moreover, there were already some disciples who couldn’t hold on and came out to admit defeat. They 

had already been hit two or three hundred times, so they were definitely at the bottom of the 

competition. There was no need to persist in being hit, so it was better to suffer less and admit defeat! 

Although they were all cultivators, it was fine to be hit by a few iron balls, but it would hurt if they were 

hit too many times. Not all disciples of the Golden Bell sect were not afraid of pain, so who would 

continue to persist? 



“Bang …” Just as old master Tang was feeling extremely anxious, Tang jizhi was finally hit by an iron ball. 

Old master Tang’s heart suddenly turned cold! 

Lin Yi, on the other hand, was still as calm and relaxed as ever, as if he wasn’t dodging the hidden 

weapons at all, but was just taking a stroll and playing, still maintaining a good score of ” 0″! 

“Haha, boss seems to be getting first place again?” Han xiaopo said with a laugh when she saw that 

there was not much time left in the competition. 

“Of course, Mister Lin is the boss of the hidden han family. He’ll definitely help us!” Han Tianba nodded 

his head and said without hiding anything. 

No matter if it was old master Zhao or old master you, they all frowned! Since when did Lin Yi have a 

relationship with house han? How did he become the boss of the hidden han family? This meant that 

he’d have to be wary of Lin Yi when dealing with the Hidden House han in the future … 

This news made everyone unhappy, but in the end, everyone’s eyes fell on the sect leader of the GaN 

mountain sect. Since this sect leader wo was confident in killing Lin Yi, it meant that after the Hidden 

House Summit, Lin Yi would no longer exist. At that time, it wouldn’t be impossible to deal with the 

Hidden House han! 

“Bang …” Tang ji qi hit the ball again, which made old master Tang’s face even uglier. He was hoping that 

Lin Yi would also hit the ball so that the two of them would end up in a draw. It was not bad to split the 

bet half each, but … Tang ji qi had already hit two balls, and Lin Yi still didn’t hit a single one. This made 

old master Tang want to go crazy! 

F * ck! What was up with this Lin Yi? Could he be an all-rounded genius? He was good at racing, and he 

was also good at dodging hidden weapons. It couldn’t be such a coincidence, right? 

Old master Zhao was calm. This game had nothing to do with the Zhao family. One of the two disciples 

who had given up after hitting the ball was from the Zhao family. The Zhao family had never done such 

training, so it was normal that they couldn’t avoid it. 

Since he had already given up, it didn’t matter who won or lost. 

With the sharp sound of the bell, the hidden weapon dodging competition ended! 

Lin Yi stopped, still at “0.” 

“Boss, congratulations!” Han xiaopo waited until the competition was over before he dared to shout. 

Before, he was afraid that it would affect Lin Yi and distract him, so he didn’t dare to shout even when 

he was excited. 

“Hehe, this thing is too simple. It’s not challenging at all.” “I used to practice dodging bullets,” Lin Yi said 

faintly. 

Lin Yi wasn’t exaggerating-he did use bullets for practice, but they weren’t as fast as steel balls, one after 

another. Otherwise, he wouldn’t have been able to escape unscathed even with the Jade! 



“…” Elder Tang wasn’t convinced at first, but after hearing Lin Yi’s training method, he was 

dumbfounded. Using bullets to practice dodging? Even house Tang wouldn’t dare-no wonder Lin Yi 

didn’t even hit a single ball … He’d be dead if he were shot … 

“Hidden han family wins, 0. Second place, hidden tang family, 2. Third place, Qian Mountain sect, 24!” 

The Zhao family’s old man calmly announced the results of the competition. The gap between the first 

and second place wasn’t that big, but the gap between the third place was much bigger! 

The reason why the Qian Mountain sect got third place was because their disciples often hung out with 

spirit beasts and trained their agility. 

Lin Yi took the wagers and glanced at the ones for second and third place, sighing to himself. Why was it 

that the things he needed were always in the hands of the second and third place? 

Hidden house Tang’s bet was a “Poison Prevention orb.” The orb itself was white and transparent, but 

when placed in poisonous water or food, it would change color. The stronger the poison, the darker the 

color. Of course, this kind of Poison Prevention orb was only effective against some common poison, but 

if it was too special, like the deadly seven herbs poison pinliang used in the school cafeteria, it would be 

ineffective! 

It was because the deadly seven herbs poison was made up of seven kinds of herbs. Each of them was 

not poisonous, but when put together, it would produce poison. So no matter how powerful this Poison 

Prevention orb was, it was impossible to determine this kind of poison. But it was a very good treasure 

to prevent some normal poisons! 

Lin Yi planned to give them to the Miss and Shu-they’d offended too many people, and they had a few 

life-saving treasures in their hands if someone wanted to harm them. 

The Qian Mountain sect’s treasure was also a Pearl, but it was registered as the inner core of a 100-year 

spirit beast! Although Lin Yi didn’t know what this elixir was for, he already had one in his hands. 

Perhaps this elixir really did have some use. Although this elixir was smaller than the one he had, Lin Yi 

still wanted it. 

“Old man Tang, do you have anything you want to exchange?” Lin Yi glanced at old man Tang. He didn’t 

have a good impression of the old man, but he had a good impression of Tang zhige. He didn’t know 

why, but it was just a feeling. That was why Lin Yi asked. 

There was indeed something that elder Tang wanted from Lin Yi’s pile of things. According to their 

agreement, the Hidden House Tang would win this match. In fact, if it wasn’t for Lin Yi, no other Noble 

House would be Tang Qiqi’s opponent. 

And so, the Hidden House Yu’s blood centipede was extremely important to elder Tang. It was extremely 

rare and was a good ingredient for making poison, just what the Hidden House Tang needed. However, 

elder Tang was afraid that it would be like the race, where elder Zhao would be scammed. So, he was 

hesitating whether he should bring it up or not. 

However, elder Tang still brought it up in the end. If Lin Yi didn’t trade the centipede for his or the Qian 

Mountain sect’s treasures after he gave up, then it wouldn’t be worth it! 



“I want the blood-red centipede in your hand!” “I can trade this Poison Prevention orb for it. If you don’t 

like it, I can trade it for other treasures. I’ve brought a lot of good stuff with me this time, including 

poison and so on,” elder Tang said. (To be continued.) 

Chapter 2104: Another spirit beast inner core 

  

“No need, I’ll take this anti-poison bead!” Lin Yi gave the blood centipede to elder Tang for the sake of 

giving face to Tang Qiqi. 

Lin Yi didn’t have much use for this thing. He didn’t have the habit of poisoning others, so this blood 

centipede was completely useless to him. He might just throw it away when he went back! Because this 

thing was alive, Lin Yi couldn’t be bothered to raise it! 

“Many thanks!” Elder Tang was taken aback. He didn’t expect Lin Yi to be so straightforward. However, 

Lin Yi didn’t even look at him. He only nodded to Tang zhige, who was standing behind him. 

Old master Tang frowned. Was it because of Tang gezhi? But no matter what, he had gotten what he 

wanted. Even though he had lost the competition, elder Tang was still very satisfied. 

“Do you have anything you want? I want that inner core of yours!” Lin Yi turned to leader wo and asked 

directly. 

“I can choose?” The sect leader looked at Lin Yi in surprise. 

“Yes.” Lin Yi didn’t have much desire for these things, so he nodded. 

He didn’t have any grudges with the GaN mountain sect, so naturally, he wouldn’t make things too hard 

for this sect leader. Of course, if Lin Yi knew that this sect leader was trying to harm him, he wouldn’t let 

him go so easily. 

“Then I’ll take the all creations lifeless fruit!” The sect leader pointed at one of the items. 

“Alright,” he said. Lin Yi handed the fruit over to gate leader wo without hesitation. 

The all-creations lifeless fruit wasn’t a treasure for humans to eat, and it couldn’t be used to make 

potions either. It was for spirit beasts, and after they ate it, they would get a small increase in strength. 

So, it wasn’t very useful to Lin Yi. This bit of energy wasn’t enough for general Weiwu and Skybolt pig to 

break through to Earth Class, and it was a waste to eat it. Lin Yi didn’t need this bit of energy when he 

could help them break through. 

“Many thanks!” Gate master wo’s eyes flashed with a complicated look, but he immediately made up his 

mind! The world of practitioning was like this-the strong preyed on the weak, and it wasn’t uncommon 

for people to bite the hand that fed them. Whoever was stronger had the final say, and since house 

Zhao, house you, and the Golden Bell sect had decided to give him three treasures, he decided to kill Lin 

Yi! 

As far as he was concerned, it was just a deal between him and Lin Yi, a one for one exchange. He didn’t 

owe Lin Yi anything. 



In fact, Lin Yi had his eyes on the item in gate leader wo’s hands as well. It didn’t matter what he used to 

exchange for it, he didn’t have any intention of doing them any favors. 

The wagers were collected, and the exchange was over. The elders and sect leaders brought their 

disciples back to rest. Today’s competition had ended, and the rest of the competition would continue 

tomorrow morning. 

“Boss, when gate leader wo exchanged the profound Qi inner pill with you, his eyes were a little 

shimmering. It seemed like there was something wrong?” Han xiaopo’s observation was also very 

careful and saw something amiss. 

“I can tell.” “But who cares? I didn’t lose anything. That all creations lifeless fruit is useless to me!” Lin Yi 

said. 

“Boss, don’t you want to rear spirit beasts?” Han xiaopo, on the other hand, was a little surprised. The 

all creations lifeless fruit was a good thing, and any family with a spirit beast needed it. Lin Yi exchanged 

it for a spirit beast’s essence inner core, which was a little confusing. 

“Raising spirit beasts.” “I have two Spirit beasts at home,” Lin Yi said with a nod. 

“Then you don’t need the all creations lifeless fruit to help them improve their strength?” Han xiaopo 

asked curiously. 

“Hehe, what do you think?” Lin Yi looked at han xiaopo with a faint smile. 

“Ah!” Han xiaopo suddenly thought of how he had risen from the middle stage of the Golden class to 

the peak of the late stage of the earth Class. He suddenly understood and said,””I see, I understand 

now!” 

Han Tianba didn’t understand Lin Yi and han xiaopo’s riddle, but he was an old man. He didn’t ask Lin Yi 

about things he didn’t want to explain. He was happy enough already. He won two matches in a row on 

the first day. These hidden houses and sects still wanted to target his hidden house han? Hehe, you 

went for wool and came home shorn, didn’t you? 

“By the way, do you know what this inner pill is for?” Lin Yi asked. 

“Ah? Boss, you don’t know?” Han xiaopo, on the other hand, was stunned. He saw Lin Yi exchange the 

elixir for the elixir and thought that Lin Yi knew its use. 

“I don’t know. I’m just curious.” Lin Yi didn’t mention that he had an essence inner core that was even 

bigger than this.”Tell me, what can this thing do?” 

“Man, actually I don’t know either!” Han xiaopo smiled bitterly and said,”but I’ve heard that when 

refining a certain kind of high-level elixir, adding the inner elixir of a spirit beast can increase the success 

rate. Or is it necessary to add it?” It seems that blacksmiths can also use it … I’m not sure about the 

details, and I don’t have any information on this!” 

“I see!” Lin Yi nodded-he was planning on flipping through Liju’s personal notes when he had the time. 

There were a lot of recipes in there, but since Lin Yi hadn’t even learned how to make elixirs before, he 

wasn’t interested in studying them. He could check if the cores of spirit beasts were for making elixirs if 

he had the time. 



Lin Yi, han Tianba, and han xiaopo went back to rest, but the other hidden house’s old ancestors and 

sect leaders came back after they left. They were all sitting in the meeting room of the Hidden House 

Zhao! 

“Everyone, let’s just let today’s matter go?” The one who couldn’t take it lying down the most was old 

man Zhao-as the organizer, he didn’t get anything at all, only getting scammed by Lin Yi for a five-

hundred-year-old Mint. 

“What else can we do? Are we supposed to send a thief to steal those things back?” Elder Tang was also 

depressed. He was also the loser today, but not as badly as the Zhao family. 

“Lin Yi’s going to die sooner or later anyway, it’ll only be a few days!” “Am I right, gate master wo?” the 

old man of the you family said lightly. 

“Not bad!” The leader nodded,”I don’t know Lin Yi that well. It’s just a fair trade. Don’t worry, I’ll do 

what I say!” 

Gate leader wo’s promise made elder Zhao and elder Tang feel much better. If Lin Yi died, then they 

could at least vent their anger! 

“Let’s not talk about the past. What I’m worried about now is the remaining competition!” It was old 

master Pi who spoke-Lin Yi’s two wins was starting to get on his nerves. 

“I don’t think Lin Yi can win the rest of the competition?” Old master Zhuang was very confident. “Let’s 

talk about the two-on-two competition-Lin Yi’s strong, but he can’t do it alone. He needs someone to 

work with him!” (To be continued.) 

Chapter 2105: The third match 

  

“From the looks of the people who came this time, it can only be han xiaopo. According to our 

investigation, han xiaopo is only a golden class middle phase master. For such a weak person, no matter 

if it’s a shotgun or a cannon, as long as you get on the stage and attack him, you’ll win the competition!” 

“You’re confident, but we’re not!” Old master Pi frowned,”I heard that Lin Yi took out three earth 

classes in one move. His martial arts must be really strong. I’m afraid that our hidden house Pi won’t be 

able to take him on at the competition tomorrow!” 

“That’s not true!” The hidden you family’s old man said,””As far as I know, Lin Yi practises a fire 

element-it’s strong, but that’s only for fighting enemies. Our competition is to hit a giant rock, and 

whoever can break it into more pieces wins. The fire element can burn people to death, but it can’t 

destroy the rock-high temperatures don’t work on rocks, and even if you use your Qi, you’ll only be able 

to break it into two or three pieces, but your house Pi is good at physical arts. Don’t say that you have 

nothing to do with the ancient sect, godly fist Palace … When the time comes, you can break a rock into 

small pieces with one punch, and no one can avoid you!” 

Godly fist Palace was one of the ancient sects that practiced physical martial arts. It was famous for its 

fist power, which could split mountains and seas. That was why it was called godly fist Palace! One of 



the elders of the Hidden House Pi was once the Grand Elder of the divine fist position. He disappeared, 

but the Hidden House Pi still had some connections with the divine fist position! 

Of course, if the elder was still around, the Hidden House Pi wouldn’t be in such a state-they’d be on the 

same level as house Yu and house you! 

But even so, house Pi’s martial arts had received some favors from the divine fist Palace. They had high 

attainments in fist Arts, especially their skills. They got it directly from the divine fist Palace, and it was 

extremely overbearing! 

“Yeah, even I can’t take a hit from those Sky Class Masters of the divine fist position Hall. Hehe, what’s 

there for house Pi to worry about in this fight?” The one who spoke was the sect master of the Golden 

Bell sect, Jin Gang Zuan. 

“That makes sense!” Grandpa Pi nodded, feeling much more at ease. The thing was, today’s events had 

left him with too much trauma-he wasn’t too sure what to do. 

“Alright, we don’t need to worry about ourselves!” “We’ll add a rule on the 1v1 and 2v2 stage,” old 

master Yu added.”We’ll just ban the use of martial arts. Let’s see how that Lin Yi can win without martial 

arts!” 

“Yeah!” Old master Zhuang immediately agreed. 

The individual competition was house Yu’s specialty, but the duo competition was house Zhuang ‘s. If Lin 

Yi couldn’t use his martial arts, then their chances of winning would be much higher! Lin Yi couldn’t use 

his martial arts anymore, but they didn’t have to worry about their kids getting hurt! 

Since it was decided, the elders and sect leaders went back to rest in peace and prepared for the next 

day’s competition. 

The next morning, house Zhao’s disciples brought exquisite dishes as well. Lin Yi, han Tianba, and han 

xiaopo finished their breakfast and waited quietly for the news of the competition! 

Sure enough, at nine in the morning, it was still the same Zhao family disciple from yesterday who ran 

over.””Is the old patriarch han here? Today’s competition is about to begin. Old patriarch han, please 

bring your family’s contestants to the meeting hall to register and place your bets!” 

“Alright!” Han Tianba and Lin Yi were already prepared, so they followed the disciple to the meeting 

room. 

The three were used to the fact that they were the last to arrive at the meeting room. After all, Lin Yi 

was able to win against these people’s schemes, so they didn’t have to worry about their schemes. 

“The third match, which is also today’s first match, is a battle of martial arts techniques!” After han 

Tianba had registered, placed his bet, and taken his seat, old Zhao began to introduce the rules of 

today’s competition.”The so-called martial arts competition is when each contestant activates their 

martial arts once, and the target of the martial arts is a hard rock. When the rock is shattered, the one 

with the most small pieces will win! Of course, only the fist-sized fragments will be counted, and the 

residue will not be counted. Does anyone have any objections?” 



After all, even if a big stone was broken into two pieces, there might be some small powder. If the small 

powder were counted one by one, it would be impossible to calculate all of them. Therefore, a stone the 

size of a fist and above was the standard technique! 

“What kind of rule is this? If someone were to smash the rock into pieces with a punch, and most of the 

pieces are smaller than the fist, then according to what you’re saying, you’d still be considered a loser?” 

Han xiaopo listened carefully to the rules and immediately found a loophole! 

In fact, it wasn’t that the others couldn’t find the loopholes-they just didn’t think about it at all. After all, 

the Hidden House Pi was the winner, and they didn’t think too much about it. 

When han xiaopo brought it up, old master Zhao was immediately speechless. That’s right. If that’s the 

case, then wouldn’t there be a problem with the rules? 

“That’s easy. Elder Zhao is talking about the first rule. If the situation that han xiaopo described really 

happens, then everyone will take out the biggest stone from their pile of broken stones. Whoever has 

the smallest stone will win!” Grandpa Pi thought that after han xiaopo heard the rules, she felt that her 

chances of winning weren’t high, so he calmly added another rule! 

“That doesn’t mean that the biggest and smallest stone will break into the most pieces!” Han xiaopo 

said. 

“Then what do you say?” Old master Pi frowned impatiently-it looked like he’d have to be more careful 

with the rules from now on. At the very least, he couldn’t let this han xiaopo find any loopholes. Even if 

he reacted after that, it wouldn’t count. 

“Forget it, Xiao po, let’s just stick to this rule.” Lin Yi shook his head, stopping han xiaopo from asking 

further. This rule was no problem to Lin Yi anymore. 

“If the participants have no problems, then non-participants shouldn’t cause trouble!” Hearing Lin Yi’s 

words, Grandpa Pi relaxed. He thought that Lin Yi didn’t have the confidence to win, so he didn’t want 

han xiaopo to continue pestering him and wanted to end the match as soon as possible! 

“Alright, since no one has any questions, let’s go to the training field behind the meeting hall. Everyone, 

get into position and prepare for the competition!” Old master Zhao said firmly. 

It was still the same place where they had competed in hiding from hidden weapons last night, but 

today, a number of boulders of the same size and shape had been moved in advance. There was a large 

distance between every two boulders, which was also to prevent each other from affecting the other 

side when they used their martial skills. (To be continued.)  

Chapter 2106: battle technique contest 

  

“Alright, this is the competition venue. Everyone can take a Boulder and choose whatever you want!” 

“Everyone can only use one move, regardless of the level,” Zhao Yu said.”But remember, you can only 

use one move. If you try to use the second move, you will be disqualified!” 



Han xiaopo had seen Lin Yi’s thousand changes of wood and forest before. The third move could be used 

as three punches. If the three punches hit the rock, the result would be much more serious than the first 

move, right? Therefore, han xiaopo was very confident! 

“Boss, good luck!” Han xiaopo encouraged Lin Yi. 

“Ha …” Lin Yi smiled and walked over to a random Boulder. 

The rock was about the height of a person and three meters wide, but Lin Yi didn’t rush to use his skills 

when he got close. The competition only had one move, not a time limit, so Lin Yi wasn’t in a hurry. He 

wanted to see the situation of the others before choosing his own skill! 

Lin Yi didn’t move, but the other hidden houses and sects “disciples were already channeling their Arts, 

ready to activate their skills. Lin Yi turned around and looked at the elders and sect leaders, his eyes 

sweeping across their faces-he’d noticed something! 

Among all the elders and sect leaders, the Hidden House Pi’s old man Pi was the calmest and most 

excited, while the others had faces full of anticipation and worry-Lin Yi could pretty much tell that the 

Hidden House Pi was going to be the champion! 

As for the other clans and sects, they were fighting for the second and third places! 

Lin Yi didn’t care about second or third place-he turned his attention to the Hidden House Pi’s 

participants! 

What Lin Yi didn’t expect was that the Hidden House Pi’s competitor also turned his head to look at Lin 

Yi! Lin Yi could see shock, confusion, and hatred in his eyes! 

This hidden house Pi member was Pi Zhihai! Lin Yi had seen him once in the test-the earth Class that was 

kicked out by elder li right at the start! 

Back in the Ice Palace, Lin Yi had used the name Ling Yi, and had some conflict with the Pi brothers. Back 

then, Pi Zhishan and Pi Zhihai were disqualified for hiding their strength, and Lin Yi only laughed at them 

for that, and the Pi brothers took their anger out on him. 

But Lin Yi wasn’t afraid of them-there was no need to hide his identity anymore, and even with his 

identity, he had an irreconcilable enmity with the Hidden House Pi. The Hidden House Pi’s practitioners 

were either crippled or killed by Lin Yi’s lackeys! 

And so, seeing the surprised look Zhihai was giving him, Lin Yi grinned and turned his head away. 

Zhihai didn’t participate in the test, so he naturally didn’t know what happened. The Hidden House 

disciples had all been ordered to keep their mouths shut, so Zhihai didn’t know what happened after 

that, and no news reached the Hidden House! 

And so, Zhihai didn’t think that Lin Yi was that strong-he was just confused-didn’t he get crippled by the 

everyday and every day sect’s naipao during the test? Why did it seem like he had recovered his 

strength? 



Plus, Lin Yi was an enemy of the Hidden House Pi, and all of Zhihai’s hatred had been turned into 

strength for this fight! He’d heard that Lin Yi had already won two matches, so he couldn’t let him win 

this one again! 

Zhihai took a deep breath and waved his hands, gathering all the Qi around him as he prepared to use 

his physical martial arts, the fist of heaven and earth. 

The heaven and earth fist was a high level martial arts technique of the godly fist Palace. Once it was 

mastered, one could punch mountains and split seas. Although Zhihai had only learned the first three 

moves, he could still release a very strong power. He relied on his physical martial arts, so in this battle 

of martial arts techniques, he knew that no one was his match! 

Boom! Boom! Boom! Zhihai threw a punch, and the rock in front of him shattered into pieces. With his 

fist as the center, the rock exploded in all directions, turning from a big piece into several small pieces! 

Zhihai looked around at the others and smiled in satisfaction at his work! 

Although these hidden house disciples were all very strong, their strength was only limited to when they 

were fighting. Against a huge rock, many of them couldn’t do anything. The worst hidden house disciple 

only managed to break the rock in two with one move! 

Zhihai, on the other hand, had broken the rock into at least 70 to 80 smaller pieces, which added up to 

more than a hundred pieces. He didn’t think he was the winner at all! 

After that, Zhihai looked at Lin Yi again, but Lin Yi didn’t make a move. He just looked at him with a 

smile! Zhihai didn’t know what Lin Yi was doing-what was this guy looking at him for, not activating his 

skill? 

Zhihai frowned as he saw Lin Yi’s weird smile. He turned away from him. 

Lin Yi’s actions made Zhihai even more confused and uneasy-this Lin Yi wasn’t worried at all, and was 

even smiling? Could it be that this guy had some powerful trump card? 

Lin Yi didn’t have any powerful cards up his sleeve, and he was hesitating whether he should use the 

flaming Fist or the thousand changes of forest. It seemed that neither of them would work-Zhihai’s 

punch was quite powerful! 

Lin Yi’s fist of raging fire and thousand changes of wood and forest were powerful, but it wasn’t 

guaranteed that he’d win. After all, Zhihai’s skills weren’t any weaker than his! Moreover, physical 

martial arts also had a certain advantage. 

So if Lin Yi wanted to win completely, he couldn’t use martial arts anymore. With that thought, he 

started compressing his pure energy … What he didn’t expect was that out of these three matches, he 

had to use energy bombs to win two! 

However, Lin Yi was getting more and more used to using the energy bomb. He wasn’t as nervous and 

scared as before. As long as he controlled it well and didn’t gather all the energy in his body into a super 

bomb, it wouldn’t pose any danger to Lin Yi! 

There was no point in using the Super bomb unless it was an enemy he couldn’t fight. 



This rock was big, but as far as Lin Yi was concerned, one-tenth of his pure Qi would be enough to break 

it into pieces! 

In the arena, the winner was pretty much decided-Zhihai was far ahead of his opponent, but Grandpa Pi 

was still nervous for no reason when he saw Lin Yi not making a move yet! (To be continued.) 

Chapter 2107: Give me some face 

  

What was Lin Yi thinking? He still hasn’t used any martial arts techniques? Was he thinking of giving up, 

or was he preparing for a more powerful martial technique? 

Other than Lin Yi, everyone else had finished channeling their skills and were waiting for house Zhao’s 

disciples to tally the results. Lin Yi, on the other hand, was still standing there, not doing anything! 

Even han Tianba and han xiaopo were confused by this strange situation. What was Lin Yi doing? 

In fact, han Tianba and han xiaopo had seen Lin Yi use the thousand changes of wood forest when they 

were in the Hidden House han. They thought that Lin Yi would win this battle for sure, but after seeing Pi 

Zhihai fight, that thought was shaken! 

Lin Yi’s thousand changes of wood and forest was strong, but Zhihai’s martial arts wasn’t weak either. 

Han Tianba and han xiaopo started to worry-Lin Yi’s situation didn’t look good! In fact, in han Tianba and 

han xiaopo’s minds, it was already good enough for Lin Yi to win the race, because the Hidden House 

han invited Lin Yi for the race! 

However, after Lin Yi won the weapon dodging competition yesterday, han Tianba and han xiaopo were 

looking forward to it even more. They hoped that Lin Yi could continue to win! This way, the hidden han 

family’s status would also rise! 

Although the Hidden House han had outside help, it wasn’t an outsider-it was the Hidden House Han’s 

Big Boss, Lin Yi! 

“Xiao po, with Mr. Lin’s martial arts, even though he might not be able to win all of them, second place 

should be a cinch!” Han Tianba was more open-minded. Although he couldn’t get first place, second 

place was already very glorious. Although he couldn’t win the bet, he wouldn’t lose it either. It was a 

very honorable thing. 

“En!” Han xiaopo nodded, feeling a little depressed. 

“Lin Yi, are you going to activate the skill or not?” Zhishan and Zhihai were very close, so when Zhihai 

came, Zhishan would naturally come to support him! Zhihai recognized Lin Yi, and so did Zhihai-he was 

even more pissed off at Lin Yi now that he’d made a deal with him at the Ice Palace test. 

“Is there a time limit in the rules of the competition? Who Do You Think You Are? do you think you’re 

old master Zhao?” Lin Yi looked at Zhishan coldly before turning to old Zhao.”Old Zhao, someone is 

pretending to be you!” 

“Pretending to be me?” Old Zhao paused, finally understanding what Lin Yi meant by “pretending to be 

you.” He meant that Pi Zhishan was impersonating him, and this made old Zhao furious! Pi Zhishan 



didn’t mean it that way, but his words were a little out of place. Elder Zhao didn’t know where to vent 

his anger, so he could only reply coldly,”Pi Zhishan, there are no rules indeed, don’t talk nonsense! But, 

Lin Yi, everyone’s waiting for you. Can you hurry up?” 

“Hehe, alright, then I’ll reluctantly give you some face!” “At first, I thought that you guys were quite 

pitiful since you guys didn’t win a single match,” Lin Yi said faintly,”so I wanted to give up this match. But 

it looks like you still want me to win, old Zhao!” Alright, as you wish!” 

Lin Yi’s voice had just fallen when he started to pretend to channel the Qi of heaven and earth. He 

suddenly put his hands together and pushed them out, shouting,”Vacuum Wave fist!” 

The vacuum Wave fist wasn’t a secret to the hidden houses-Lin Yi had used it before when he was 

fighting house you’s people, so no one suspected that Lin Yi wasn’t using a martial arts technique, but 

his special skill, energy bomb! 

Lin Yi was doing this to hide his trump card, and also to make sure that no one would be able to link 

Qibing’s flat tire to him! After all, it was impossible to divide one’s attention to activate the martial arts 

technique during the race, especially when it was at the bend. That was simply courting death. 

“BOOM! BOOM!” A loud earth-shattering sound rang out as the huge rock in front of Lin Yi was 

shattered by Lin Yi’s powerful “martial skill,” turning into small pieces even smaller than a rock and 

scattering everywhere! 

And this was when Lin Yi intentionally suppressed the power of the energy bomb. If he compressed it a 

little more, the rock might just explode into powder and disappear, but that would be too shocking, so 

Lin Yi didn’t do that … 

However, Lin Yi activated his practitioner’s Arts, and his strength was instantly exposed! Lin Yi didn’t use 

any pure energy in the last two matches, so the elders and sect leaders didn’t know his strength. 

But now, she could clearly feel Lin Yi’s strength as an Earth Class early phase! This was the result of Lin Yi 

intentionally suppressing it. In fact, Lin Yi wanted to lower it even lower to confuse them, but Mystic 

class couldn’t use martial arts. It was weird if he suppressed it to Mystic class, and people would suspect 

that he wasn’t using martial arts. So, Lin Yi could only suppress it from Earth Class early phase peak to 

Earth Class early phase. 

“Earth Class early phase?” Old Zhao looked at Lin Yi in disbelief, a trace of surprise in his eyes. Lin Yi was 

an Earth Class early phase? Was that even possible? 

The other elders like house Yu and house you’s old man were confused as well. Lin Yi was an Earth Class 

early phase, so how did he kill three Earth Class Masters in an instant? No matter how strong Lin Yi’s skill 

was, it wasn’t enough to kill three Earth Class fighters in an instant! 

Could there be a hidden story behind this? Was Lin Yi suppressing his strength, or was his other skills 

even stronger? 

“I’m sorry. I’ve tried my best to control myself. I used the worst martial technique and the lowest 

strength to launch a punch, but I still won!” Lin Yi shook his head and mumbled to himself,”This victory 

was too easy! However, I had no choice. I looked for the old man and he insisted that I fight. I was really 

embarrassed to give up, so I gave him a little face!” 



Pi Zhishan’s eyes were filled with hatred. Without a doubt, he knew that Lin Yi had won the fight the 

moment he saw the pile of stones. He really wanted to scold Lin Yi for acting all high and mighty and 

trying to drive a wedge between house Pi and house Zhao! 

This Lin Yi said that he wanted to give up, but old Zhao forced him to! Didn’t this mean that house Pi 

should’ve won, but they lost because of one sentence from old master Zhao? 

However, Zhishan wasn’t stupid-he wouldn’t let this go. He only hmphed coldly and ignored it. 

“Oh, right, you can’t blame old Zhao, I misunderstood him!” “I almost forgot-you were the one who 

started the rush, Pi Zhishan. If you didn ‘t, I might’ve given up already!” Lin Yi smiled. (To be continued.) 

Chapter 2108: bet with you 

  

“Lin Yi, you’re giving up? Stop farting!” Zhishan almost spat blood at Lin Yi’s words. He replied 

coldly,”Hindsight? do you think I’d believe you?” 

“It’s up to you to believe it or not!” “I’m not giving up today,”Lin Yi said faintly,” but I might get sick of 

winning the next match and give up again. Don’t rush me!” 

“Give up? You’re lying, if you can give up, I’ll give you my head!” Zhishan said, pissed off. 

“What use do I have for your head? Why don’t we make a bet? if I give up, you’ll give me another bottle 

of that physical body tempering liquid. How about it?” Lin Yi asked. 

“That’s …” Zhishan was just saying it out of anger, but if it really came down to a bet … He was a bit 

scared … 

“You can’t make the decision, can you? If you don’t want to bet then forget it!” Lin Yi said faintly. 

“Bet with him! Wasn’t it just a bottle of medicine? If you lose, I’ll compensate you with pills!” Right plate 

Tiger hated Lin Yi the most, for no other reason than the fact that Lin Yi had just stolen two of his 

cauldrons! Naturally, they hoped that Lin Yi would give up on a match! 

Plus, as far as he was concerned, Lin Yi was just putting on a front-he was just going up against Pi 

Zhishan! From what Lin Yi said after that, it was clear that he didn’t want to give up on the competition! 

Giving up on the competition meant that he had to lose a treasure in exchange for a bottle of body 

tempering liquid. No matter how he looked at it, it was not a good deal! That’s why he’s encouraging 

Zhishan to go against Lin Yi! 

You Panhu had also come to watch the battle today, but he had not had the opportunity to speak, so he 

did not reveal his true strength. 

“Okay, then I’ll make a bet with you. If you give up the competition, I’ll give you a bottle of body 

tempering liquid!” Zhishan nodded. 

Old master you’s lungs almost exploded from anger as he watched you Panhu speak! Is there something 

wrong with this right coiling Tiger? Ask Lin Yi to give up the competition? What if Lin Yi gave up during 

the last test? wouldn’t the plan be for nothing? 



However, this plan was formulated by the elders of several families and the sect leaders. You Panhu 

naturally didn’t know about it, and it was impossible for old master you to say it in advance. So, at this 

moment, he was extremely angry and secretly blamed you Panhu for being too talkative! 

“Alright, old man Zhao, can we announce the results of the competition now? I’m so tired!” Lin Yi turned 

to look at old Zhao after the bet. 

“The Hidden House han wins this round, second place goes to the Hidden House Pi, and third place goes 

to the Golden Bell sect!” Zhao Yu’s father announced the results of the competition,””Hidden house 

han, please come and collect your wagers. Hidden house Pi and Golden Bell sect, please take back your 

wagers!” 

Lin Yi looked at the Hidden House Pi’s bet-it was the nerve opening pill that he’d given him before. He 

wasn’t interested in it at all, and so he refused to trade anything with him. Pi Zhishan looked at Lin Yi 

coldly, took the pill, and left with Pi Zhihai, not saying anything more. 

The Hidden House Pi was quite lucky-they won third place in the first round, but didn’t make a loss. 

Lin Yi wasn’t surprised at the golden clock sect’s third place-physical practitioners did have an advantage 

in terms of power, but it was limited to brute force. Spiritual practitioners, on the other hand, were 

more technical, like the wild fire Fist. It might be weaker in terms of pure strength, but with the fire 

energy, it could bring unexpected damage to the enemy! 

The golden clock sect had brought out something called the low grade Golden Cicada undergarments. 

According to the description, the undergarments could defend against attacks from practitioners under 

the earth Class. In other words, as long as one wasn’t an Earth Class, any practitioner of the mystic class 

couldn’t do anything to it! 

However, this treasure was a low-grade Golden Cicada underwear. It was not like the medium-grade 

and high-grade ones, which were impervious to fire and water. Low-grade Golden Cicada underwear 

was still very afraid of fire and water! 

This thing was a treasure-to put it bluntly, it was a deal between the Golden Bell sect and house Pi. Both 

of them were good at physical arts, but one was for offense and the other for defense. The Hidden 

House Pi was weaker in defense, and the Golden Bell sect was weaker in offense. It would be a good 

idea if the two complemented each other! 

The low quality Golden Cicada underwear was of little value to the Golden Bell sect-they’d rather lose to 

the Hidden House Pi in this fight. Of course, even if they didn’t lose, they could trade it with the Hidden 

House Pi, but they lost! 

Of course, the Hidden House Pi didn’t want to trade with the golden clock sect right in front of Lin Yi-

he’d probably try to stop them and force them to trade for the low grade Golden Cicada underwear! 

And so, the Hidden House Pi acted like they didn’t care and left first, but they were actually hinting to 

the Golden Bell sect to leave with their treasures, and they could go back to the deal in private! 

Unfortunately, Lin Yi had his eyes on this thing. An attack from a master below Earth Class? That’s right, 

even if he couldn’t use it, the people around him could use it if they were to do dangerous things. 



And so, Lin Yi found a “small recovery pill” from his pile of items. This pill was a bet from the Hidden 

House of you. It could quickly heal the injured, but it couldn’t heal those with damaged meridians. It 

could only heal injuries outside of meridians! 

Of course, the effect of the so-called small reversion pill was relatively small. It was useless for major 

injuries and could only treat some injuries that were not fatal! 

Lin Yi’s art of Dragon mastery could help heal people’s meridians regardless of whether they were 

injured or not, so the small recovery pill was useless to him. He threw it to diamond and said,”In 

exchange for your low-grade Golden Cicada undergarments!” 

“This …” Jin Gang diamond was speechless! Motherf * cker, are you trying to trick me? We’re the 

Golden Bell sect, and we’re trained to be invulnerable. What’s the use of you giving me a small reversion 

pill? Who can hurt us? “To be able to injure us, that injury can’t be saved by a small recovery pill. We’ll 

either be crippled or dead! 

Besides, the low grade Golden Cicada undergarments were meant for the Hidden House Pi-how was he 

supposed to explain it to the Hidden House Pi if Lin Yi exchanged them? 

So, diamond looked to old master Zhao for help, wanting him to say a few words. 

“Why? don’t you want to exchange?” Lin Yi looked at diamond and asked faintly,”Or you don’t want to 

follow the rules of the Hidden House Summit anymore?” (To be continued.)  

Chapter 2109: The fourth match 

  

“Well … It’s not that I don’t want to trade. It’s just that you don’t have much use for this low-grade 

Golden Cicada underwear …” The diamond sighed when he saw that old master Zhao didn’t say 

anything. He also knew that it wouldn’t be good for old master Zhao to change the rules so publicly! 

If the rules were to be casually changed, how would the competition proceed in the future? Lin Yi would 

just leave then-he’d already won a lot in the past two days, and it’d be a huge loss if he couldn’t get rid 

of Lin Yi if it affected the last spirit beast race! 

“Why do you care if I’m useful or not? Can’t I let my wife wear it?” Lin Yi frowned, impatient. 

“But … This thing is worn by men, and it’s a set of underwear. You don’t want your wife to wear other 

men’s underwear, right …” Diamond explained. 

“I don’t know how to wash? Don’t you know what a washing machine does?” “Are you changing or 

not?” Lin Yi glared. 

“I’ll trade …” Diamond handed the low-tier Golden Cicada undergarments to Lin Yi helplessly. House Pi, 

house Pi, you lost the competition, don’t blame me! 

After getting the Golden Cicada set and all the other treasures, Lin Yi didn’t stay any longer. He went 

back to rest with han Tianba and han xiaopo, leaving the group of elders and sect leaders to look at Lin 

Yi with envious and jealous eyes! 



After Lin Yi had walked away, old Zhao sighed and turned to the others,”This Lin Yi, he used his pure Qi 

just now-if I’m not wrong, he should be Earth Class early phase, right?” 

“That’s right, Earth Class early phase!” The old man of the hidden you family also nodded and said,””But, 

this Lin Yi is only earth Class early phase?” 

“That’s impossible, Earth Class early phase, how could he kill three Earth Class in one second?” Old Yu 

shook his head. 

“That’s true … Plus, Lin Yi just said that he’s suppressing his strength …” Elder Tang said,””Lin Yi was 

already an Earth Class early phase a long time ago-this guy’s leveling up so fast! He was still Mystic mid 

phase peak at the test …” 

“If you’re talking about half a year ago, when Lin Yi was still an early phase Mystic, and he fought with 

my Xiaozhu, both of them were injured. How could he be compared?” “This Lin Yi’s been at Earth Class 

early phase for a long time,” Grandpa Zhao frowned,”it’s impossible that he hasn’t broken through yet. 

Is he trying to mislead us?” 

“It’s hard to say! Lin Yi’s usual tactic is to pretend to be weak and wait for the enemy to come!” “Lin Yi’s 

just an underling and he killed my Junior Brother, how bad can he be?” the diamond said with hatred. 

“That’s true!” Everyone nodded. They were well aware of Lin Yi’s usual tactics-he was intentionally 

showing weakness, and when everyone swarmed up, he’d give them a powerful blow! 

This time, no one wanted to be a fool anymore. Whoever went again would be stupid. It had already 

been several times. They had fallen for the same trick twice, and it was not the third time. When it came 

to the position of old masters and sect leaders, no one was stupid. 

“Forget it, it doesn’t matter if Lin Yi’s trying to trick us or not-let’s prepare for the next match. We can’t 

let Lin Yi win again, it’d be so embarrassing!” Although old Zhao had lost in the first match, as the others 

lost in the second and third matches, he wasn’t that disappointed anymore. After all, he had someone to 

accompany him. 

But no matter what, he still didn’t want Lin Yi to win anymore. Otherwise, this plot against the Hidden 

House han would become the biggest joke! 

Everyone nodded and did not say anything else. Instead, they left the trial arena with heavy expressions 

and went back to prepare for the next match … 

At this moment, the happiest place in the Hidden House Zhao was the Hidden House Han’s residence. 

Three consecutive wins was probably the most dazzling result in the Hidden House Summit. In the past 

competitions, even if they didn’t cheat, the strong houses like house Yu and house you couldn’t win 

three consecutive wins! 

“Boss, you’re too awesome! This time, our hidden han family is simply too awesome!” Han xiaopo said 

complacently. 

“Xiao po, don’t be too proud. This is just the beginning. After this, if Mr. Lin completely wins all the other 

competitions, that would be amazing!” “It won’t be too late for us to celebrate then!” Said han Tianba. 



Han Tianba looked at Lin Yi’s calm face and was very happy. Lin Yi didn’t say anything, which meant that 

he was confident in winning! 

At noon, after eating the delicacies prepared by the Hidden House Zhao and resting for a while, the 

disciple from the Hidden House Zhao came to visit again.””Is the old patriarch of the hidden han family 

here? Today’s second match, Jian Jia’s individual endurance match, is about to begin. Old patriarch han, 

please bring the participating disciples and wagers to the meeting hall to register and pay the wagers!” 

Han Tianba, Lin Yi, and the others were already familiar with the rules. They took a treasure and 

followed the disciple to the meeting hall. 

In the Hidden House Zhao meeting room, old Zhao saw han Tianba, han xiaopo, and Lin Yi. He nodded to 

them, his eyes numb,””Today’s second match is a single player endurance match! The so-called 

individual endurance competition is a small formation provided by the ancient sect.me, elder you, elder 

Tang, elder Yu, and a few other Sky Class Masters will activate the formation with their Qi at the same 

time, and our Qi will gather in the formation to suppress you! 

“As for the participants, they will enter the formation and use their own true energy to fight against the 

true energy that we jointly urge. The longer they resist, the more victory will be theirs! Of course, if you 

couldn’t take it anymore, you’d have to get out of the formation-otherwise, you’d get injured or even 

die! The Qi of a Sky Class was no joke! 

This is a test of endurance. If there are no objections, we’ll start now!” 

“Sure, no problem!” An Mingyue smiled and said. 

The others also expressed that there were no problems and that they could start. 

Lin Yi, on the other hand, looked at an Mingyue, a little surprised. This guy who didn’t say anything was 

just a foil to Lin Yi’s plan. The firewolves didn’t show any signs of winning, and they didn’t even get 

second or third place, so Lin Yi didn’t think about this guy! 

But for an Mingyue to jump out so suddenly in this round, it was clear that something was wrong. Lin Yi 

could basically confirm that this single-player endurance competition seemed to be set up for an 

Mingyue? 

Chapter 2110: Gritting teeth and persevering 

  

But, as confused as Lin Yi was, he still followed the others to the training grounds behind the meeting 

hall. There was a formation set up here, and there were some unknown stones and metals on the 

ground-they were probably used to set up formations. Lin Yi had never seen anything like this before, 

and it seemed like they really were borrowed from the ancient sect. 

The contestants entered the formation one by one, and what caught Lin Yi’s attention was that the 

contestant on an Mingyue’s side was actually a person with dull eyes! The man’s lifeless eyes made Lin 

Yi’s heart skip a beat. He felt a sense of familiarity. 

He seemed to have seen it before, but he couldn’t remember where! The man walked into the 

formation and found a place to sit down. He didn’t talk to anyone else, so Lin Yi looked away. 



The competition was about to start, and Lin Yi didn’t have the time to be a busybody. It was just that the 

Firewolf gang competitor made Lin Yi feel uncomfortable. 

“Get ready to start. When the bugle horn sounds, we’ll circulate our true Qi and activate the array. All 

participants, be careful!” The old man of the Zhao family said. 

Sure enough, with the sound of the horn, the formation was activated. The participating disciples in the 

formation immediately felt a huge pressure. A strong true energy pressed down on them, making them 

feel a pressure that they could not pass through! 

Everyone did not dare to be neglectful and quickly circulated their inner force to resist it! This Qi was the 

Qi of a Sky Class, different from the Qi of the world-it couldn’t be absorbed or trained, and could only be 

fought with one’s own Qi-it was a very difficult thing! 

This was like two experts competing with true energy. There was no way to cheat. It was a direct head-

on collision. If one was not careful, one could be injured! 

Lin Yi frowned and activated his art of Dragon mastery to counter it! With the practitioner’s Arts 

activated, the pressure from before disappeared in an instant. It seemed like the sky Class Masters had a 

good grasp of the situation-it was enough for the earth Class to defend against. Any stronger and they 

wouldn’t be able to, and any weaker and they wouldn’t know how long it would take-but it was just 

right now-it all depended on who could last longer! 

Lin Yi didn’t mind-he could withstand this pressure for a hundred years. He closed his eyes and entered 

the Jade space, and an endless stream of energy replenished him. In other words, Lin Yi didn’t use up a 

single bit of his Qi-he was using the energy in the Jade space to fight against it … 

Looking at the calm Lin Yi, who was meditating like an old monk, old master Zhao’s face turned ugly! The 

other participants didn’t look uncomfortable, but Lin Yi was way too calm. If this continued, Lin Yi would 

probably get good results again. 

“Lin Yi seems to be fine? Do you need us to increase the strength of our true Qi and increase the 

pressure?” Zhao Yu’s father asked. 

“That’s not good. There are other disciples here. If the pressure is increased, I’m afraid they can’t stand 

it!” Elder Yu shook his head, rejecting the suggestion. After all, just because Lin Yi was fine in the 

beginning didn’t mean he’d be fine forever! 

“Alright, then let’s wait and see!” Old master Zhao nodded and continued to channel his true Qi into the 

formation … 

After about the time it took to make a cup of tea, some of the participating disciples couldn’t hold on 

any longer. Two of the disciples ‘foreheads had already begun to sweat. It was obvious that they were 

resisting hard at this moment, and it seemed like they were using the strength of a strong bow! 

Finally, someone couldn’t hold on any longer. He stood up and quickly ran out of the array. He was 

breathing heavily. It was obvious that he had used up a lot of energy and was extremely tired! The 

competition was important, but if he continued to fight, he would probably get injured! 



Moreover, they couldn’t hold on any longer. Even if they could hold on a little longer, it was impossible 

for them to be in the top three, so they might as well just give up! 

Since someone took the lead, there were other disciples who could not hold on anymore and walked 

out from the array. These people also could not hold on any longer and gave up one after another! 

Everyone’s thoughts were similar. Since they couldn’t get into the top three, why make things difficult 

for themselves? 

Once this mental defense line collapsed, there was no point in persisting. In the end, there were only 

five people left in the formation! 

Among them were Lin Yi, the golden clock sect, the Hidden House Yu, the Hidden House you, and the 

fire Wolf Gang! 

Without a doubt, these five people were the most powerful competitors for the top three! However, 

because of Lin Yi’s presence, elder Zhao, elder you, elder Yu, and elder Tang, who were outside the 

formation, were very unhappy! How did this kid persist until the end? 

Plus, it was obvious who was stronger and who was weaker among the five. The Hidden House Yu and 

hidden house you’s disciples stayed, but they were undoubtedly fighting! The Hidden House Yu’s 

disciples relied on their Special Arts and strength to last until now! 

And the Hidden House of you took a lot of pills before the competition, so they survived until now! 

However, even so, compared to Lin Yi, the fire Wolf Gang disciples, and the Golden Bell sect disciples, 

they were still lacking by quite a bit! 

“I can’t … I give up!” The disciple from house Yu couldn’t hold on any longer-he ran out of the formation 

and took in deep breaths of air, clearly reaching his limit! 

Old master Yu sighed-it seemed like second or third place was out of the question! Now that there were 

only four contestants left, the competition was naturally more intense. No one wanted to be eliminated, 

so they naturally persevered. The hidden you family’s disciple was already sweating, and the Golden Bell 

sect’s disciple wasn’t any better! 

Although he practiced the Golden Bell shield, with his age and cultivation, he couldn’t resist the pressure 

of the Sky Class for such a long time, so he couldn’t hold on any longer! 

Lin Yi and the Firewolf gang disciple were sitting cross-legged as if nothing had happened to them. It was 

as if they were resting on an empty spot, not in the middle of a formation! 

Therefore, the disciple of the Golden Bell sect was waiting for the disciple of the hidden you family. He 

didn’t want to be first or second. He only wanted to be third! As long as he relied on that disciple of the 

you family, he would be third! 

The Hidden House you’s disciple thought the same. He couldn’t beat Lin Yi and the firewolves, but he 

felt that the Golden Bell sect’s disciples wouldn’t have it easy either, and so he gritted his teeth and 

persevered … 

 


